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Recounts the period in Texas history when renegade Sam Houston emigrated to the 
Mexican state of Tejas and helped lead the 1836 revolution against Mexican president 
Santa Anna
"The Raven" is Sam Houston, insolent frontiersman, brash congressman, Tennessee 
governor, rural schoolmaster, lawyer, land speculator in the Mexican state of Tejas (later 
Texas). "The Eagle" is Antonio Lopez de Santa Annasp ok , 11 times president of Mexico, 
congenital opportunist, enemy of rebels, inordinately vain general, furious wooer of a 
Mexican emperor's 60-year-old spinster sister. The paths of these two adventurers 
crossed in 1836 on the banks of the San Jacinto River when Houston, leading a band of 
Texicans seeking revenge for the Alamo, massacred Santa Anna's men. The independent 
Republic of Texas was born (it joined the Union nine years later). Resembling nonfiction 
more than historical novelette, this interwoven double portrait, we learn from the author's 
introduction, was originally a chapter cut from his novel Texas . Michener makes history 
come alive in this engaging slice of Americana and Texas lore, a compelling testament to 
the precept that character is destiny. Line drawings. 
Copyright 1990 Reed Business Information, Inc.
Other Books
Novels, Tales, Journeys, From the award-winning translators: the complete prose narratives 
of the most acclaimed Russian writer of the Romantic era and one of the world's greatest 
storytellers. The father of Russian literature, Pushkin is beloved not only for his poetry but 
also for his brilliant stories, which range from dramatic tales of love, obsession, and betrayal 
to dark fables and sparkling comic masterpieces, from satirical epistolary tales and 
romantic adventures in the manner of Sir Walter Scott to imaginative historical fiction and 
the haunting dreamworld of "The Queen of Spades." The five short stories of The Late 
Tales of Ivan Petrovich Belkin are lightly humorous and yet reveal astonishing human 
depths, and his short novel, The Captain's Daughter, has been called the most perfect 
book in Russian literature.
�����. &quot; The five short stories of The Late Tales of Ivan Petrovich Belkin are lightly 
humorous and yet reveal astonishing human depths, and his short novel, The Captain's 
Daughter, has been called the most perfect book in Russian literature."
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